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Why Language Weaver

Security by design

In today’s world, not having a cohesive machine 
translation strategy poses security and compliance 
risks for global organizations. Protect your data with 
our secure-by-design infrastructure backed by the 
strictest data residency and privacy provisions across 
on-premises and cloud platforms. For those looking 
for expertise along with technology, RWS provides 
world-class linguists and support resources, also 
delivering custom and expert consulting options.

Speed and scalability to support growth

Language Weaver solutions can be deployed for a 
single language pair and a baseline performance level 
of 2,000 words per minute. Scale as needed to 150+ 
language pairs with a performance of 500,000+ words 
per minute.

Domain- and customer-specific adaptability

Leverage unique adaptive capabilities to generate 
translation output that is tailored and specific to your 
organization, domain context and business use cases. 
Continuously enhance and improve translations over 
time, maximizing the value of AI-powered adaptation 
across the entire organization.

Ease of use 

We offer intuitive user interfaces, simple developer 
tools and hassle-free integrations that make it easy  
to manage real-time translations at scale.

Secure your AI advantage 
for today and beyond

About Language Weaver

Language Weaver provides enterprise-grade machine 
translation that is secure by design, infinitely adaptive 
and fully scalable. Our solutions enable businesses 
and government organizations to protect data, 
accelerate insight, access markets and ignite growth.

Language Weaver is deployed by 12 of the top 20 
AmLaw firms, and part of RWS Holdings serving over 
80% of the world’s top 100 brands, more than three-
quarters of Fortune’s 20 ‘Most Admired Companies’ 
and almost all of the top pharmaceutical companies, 
investment banks, law firms and patent filers.
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About RWS
For US Government customers, SDL Inc. is registered in SAM.gov with UI# NTLJMHXJF217.    
Carahsoft Technologies, Inc. holds our GSA MAS, Army CHESS and NASA SEWP contract vehicles.  
 
RWS Holdings plc is a unique, world-leading provider of technology-enabled language, content and intellectual property services. 
Through content transformation and multilingual data analysis, our combination of AI-enabled technology and human expertise helps 
our clients to grow by ensuring they are understood anywhere, in any language.

Our purpose is unlocking global understanding. By combining cultural understanding, client understanding and technical understanding, 
our services and technology assist our clients to acquire and retain customers, deliver engaging user experiences, maintain compliance 
and gain actionable insights into their data and content.

Over the past 20 years we’ve been evolving our own AI solutions as well as helping clients to explore, build and use multilingual AI 
applications. With 40+ AI-related patents and more than 100 peer-reviewed papers, we have the experience and expertise to support 
clients on their AI journey.

We work with over 80% of the world’s top 100 brands, more than three-quarters of Fortune’s 20 ‘Most Admired Companies’ and almost all 
of the top pharmaceutical companies, investment banks, law firms and patent filers. Our client base spans Europe, Asia Pacific and North 
and South America. Our 65+ global locations across five continents service clients in the automotive, chemical, financial, legal, medical, 
pharmaceutical, technology and telecommunications sectors.

For further information, please visit: www.rws.com
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Get in touch today to learn how you can unlock the power of 
machine translation for extraordinary business outcomes. 
rws.com/language-weaver

Serving global organizations  
of today and tomorrow 

Machine translation is accelerating insight and 
revolutionizing the way people collaborate and  
reach global audiences. Our array of use cases  
spans multilingual content publishing, customer 
support, compliance management, eDiscovery,  
digital forensics, intelligence activities and  
internal communications for commercial  
and government sectors.

Language Weaver technology  
at a glance 

• Flexible deployment via on-premises,  
cloud or hybrid options 

• Browser-based user interface for 
translating text and documents 

• API to integrate real-time translation with 
existing systems and workflows 

• Connectors for popular applications such 
as Microsoft Office, Chrome, Edge, Firefox, 
ServiceNow and many more 

• Adaptive machine learning that  
can automatically fine-tune  
translation performance 

https://www.rws.com
https://www.rws.com/language-weaver/

